In cryptography, hash functions have very important effects when it's used in the message integrity, digital time stamping, and digital signature. Hash functions compute hash value by a set of logical (primitive) operations that perform on a (32) bit words for authentication. Authentication process becomes very important especially manipulated message undetected that can have disastrous effects in Network Management and E-Commerce. In this paper, a proposal for new hash function based on MD5 is developed. The length of message digest is 224-bit through (4) rounds that each round has a pair of (16) steps. The final number of steps is (128) that make stronger function against collision attests and more secure than MD5.
Introduction
Cryptography covers a wide area since 4000 years ago the Egypt up to world wars and contemporary internet applications. Cryptography has been used especially in military services and diplomacy. In this area cryptography has been used as a tool for protecting national strategies and information [1] .
Cryptographic functions consist of three kinds : functions with secret key, functions with public key, and hash function, which have the ability to compress message from any very length to a fixed length (finger-print or message-digest) [2] .
Authentication is not encryption that used for many Requirements: (a)MasqueradeInsertion of message from fraudulent source, (b) Content Modification -Changing content of message, (c) Sequence ModificationInsertion, deletion and reordering sequence, and (d) Timing Modification -Replaying valid sessions [1] .
Hash Functions
Hash functions take an input arbitrarymessage and produced an output fixedmessage [7] . This process is irreversible. There are many applications of hash functions such as: digital signature, message integrality, and message originality etc. Many algorithms including in hash function such: Message Digest Algorithm (MD×), Secure Hash Algorithms (SHA×), RIPE-MD, N-Hash, and HAVAL etc. Recently, MD5 is the most used because it is most secure algorithms. In spite of its security, collision could be found in MD5 through two hours by using "Mod Difference" produced by Wang [2] . MD5 used four nonlinear functions explained below, used a different one (used in each operation) for each round [9] .
(Where, is XOR, is AND, is OR, ¬ is NOT, and iI is the step number).
Hash functions have properties and cryptographic requirements, which explain in the following section.
Hash Function Properties [7]
There are three properties for an un-keyed hash function ( 
The Basics of Hash Function for Cryptography [8]
The basics of hash function for cryptography are:
1-Message in various length as an input and fixed length as an output. 2-H(X) is easily to compute when a given x. 3-H(X) is a one-way function. 4-H(X) is a collision-free function.
According to these basics, we have applying a new224-bit hash algorithm based on MD5.
Related Work
There are many achievements occurred in the field of cryptographic by message digest, each suggests new method for developed MD. The most useful ones are mentioned in the following:
3.1
Muna Mohammed Al-Nayar, "A proposed Secure Protocol for E-Mail System Based on Authentication and Hash Function", 2011 [3] .
The researcher proposed a protocol based on multiple random keys to avoid key distribution or breaking problem and to ensure data authentication and integrity. The proposed protocol generated through communication session automatically and achieves more secure communication due to using multiple functions such as hash function, randomize function, splitting and merging which make it more complex unpredictable and easy to implement. The researchers proposed a modified MD algorithm that can be used for integrity message and to have a bigger size of hash (512, 768, …) like SHAs by extending the block size of compression functions or increasing number of them. In this paper combination of some function to reinforce these functions and also increasing hash code length up to 256 that makes stronger algorithm against collision attests. The researchers proposed algorithm produces a hash code of 192 bits from an arbitrary length input and serves the requirement of both the message integrity as well as source authentication. This algorithm consists of very simple steps, therefore would have lesser overhead and complexity as compared to the standard hash algorithms. The most important feature of this algorithm is that it uses a key as an ingredient to function for calculating the digest, thus providing source authentication as well as message integrity. The researchers give both an overview of the performance analysis of hash functions in cryptography and a presentation of file integrity in mobile phones and identified that the SHA-1 has best performance on 32-bit processor; the same algorithm is used in file integrity that a novel and efficient way of storing files in Android Mobile devices such that if any file is taken as evidence in the court of law.
The Proposed Hash Function
In this paper, a proposal for a new hash function has developed based on the MD5 method that represented a simple hash function and required approximately less complexity running time and kept on the same complexity class such as in the MD5. The proposed hash function used useful properties of the MD5 as follow:
1-In MD5 analysis, if the length of hash value is between (128-160) bits, it will be a good hash value but it may be broken by brute force attack and if approximately the length up to the 256 bit, it will be better hash value. In this paper we used the 224-bit (28-Byte) for hash value. 2-MD5 used to compute the message digest four-word buffer (A, B, C, D) . Each of A, B, C, and D is a 32-bit buffer. These buffers are initialized to the following values: A = 0x76543210, B = 0xfedcba98, C = 0x89abcdef, D = 0x01234567 But the proposed method will use sevenword buffer (A, B, C, D, E, F, G) to compute the message digest. Each of A, B, C, D, E, F, and G is a 32-bit buffer. These buffers are initialized to the following values: A=0x01234567, B=0x89ABCDEF, C=0xFEDCBA98, D=0x76543210, E=0x765432AB, F=0x102233CD, G=0x776655EF 3. MD5 used four rounds, each round has 64-steps (operations), and using four nonlinear functions, these nonlinear functions were explained in equations 1, 2, 3, and 4. But the proposed method used four round, each round has dual 16-stepsthis means each round has 32-steps.The final number of steps in the four rounds is 128-steps. Dual steps consist of two operations: first operation is perform on the first four variables (A, B, C, and D), and second operation is perform on the last four variables (G, F, E, and D). There are four nonlinear functions used in the four rounds which are described below:
Note: D1 is a copy from D word.
MD5 computes a new value (temp) by using the following equation [9]:
But the proposed method computes two values (temp, temp1) by using the following equations:
Note: d1 is a copy from d word.
5. Block size in the MD5 is 512-bits but in the proposed method is 896-bits. 6. In the MD5, padding processing is addition 1-bit followed by 0's and the last 64-bit used for representing message length but in the proposed method is addition 1-bit followed by 0's only to the end of block. 7. The result of MD5 is 16-bytes but in the proposed method is the 28-bytes.
The structure of the proposed method is explained in the figures below. Figure (1) represents the left half round, where A,B,C, and D represent variables, F represents nonlinear function (known as selection function), T represents a constant value with size of 32-bit which is computed by using sine function (the proposed method used128, 32-bit constant), Wi represents which word is used in this round (the proposed method generated a 128 word that each word is computed by XOR operation between some previous words), and <<<S represents the shift amounts in each round which have been optimized. The shifts in different rounds are distinct. 
Discussion and Experimental Results
In testing the proposed method for a vary messages and calculated consuming time for hash value, gotten the following results and are compared with the standard MD5 hash function, as listed in Table (1) . The time consuming for the proposed method is more than MD5 because hash value of proposed method is longer than MD5 and when a calculation runtime complexity for XOR operation is achieved, the number of used this operation in the proposed method is (160) times whenever the number of used the same operation in the MD5 is (48) times, but the complexity class O(n) kept as the same as MD5.
Also, in the second message and third message in Table ( 1), the change only one character, but a different result completely. In Hash analysis, when one character changed then 50% from hash value must be changed.
Also, note treated seven variables of size 32-bit that separated into two parts each part consist of four variables of size 32-bit by D variable copies for used in the two half (right and left). The final result to D variable obtained by performs XOR between D variable in the left half and D variable in the right half. Then treated seven variables as circular rotated to right direction before starting next round.
Conclusions
In this paper, a proposal of new hash function is developed based on MD5 that has palpable advantages in security because it double the number of steps, but required time complexity more than MD5. Besides, combining two structures of MD5 and perform in the same steps (64-operations) but duplicate calculated operations in each step. The proposed method is a stronger function against collision attests because its obtained hash value in 224-bit (28-byte) by using four round and each round has dual 16-steps (operations) this means each round has 32-steps (operations). The final number of steps (operations) in the four rounds is 128-steps (128 operations). After testing this method it was obtained that a simple method and more secure than MD5 method.
